Synthetic radiographs may be created with the Los Alamos Monte Carlo code MCNP6. A simple MCNP test problem, essentially a 10-cm high truncated aluminum cone containing three 1-cm radius tungsten spheres, each in turn containing a cylindrical void region, was devised to illustrate effects of various code options. While the radiographic test object (RTO) was initially constructed in MCNP's traditional combinatorial solid geometry (CSG), two additional mesh-based versions were created to exercise two new "hybrid-geometry" features of MCNP6. This paper describes the RTO, user input to exercise the new features and results from several versions of the RTO geometry. To further illustrate possibilities afforded by these new features, this paper also describes MCNP-simulated proton radiography of the CYCLOPS experiment as modeled by PAGOSA, a three-dimensional multimaterial hydrodynamics computer code developed at Los Alamos. CYCLOPS, essentially a line-wave generated, steel-confined, plastic-bonded high-explosive experiment in cylindrical geometry, resulted in a collection of 20 proton radiographs. Such data is extremely valuable for PAGOSA and MCNP6 code validation efforts; the former in terms of burn fronts and reflected shocks and the latter in terms of x-ray and proton transport.
Introduction

1
The "Flux Image Radiograph", or FIRn:p tally in MCNP [1] parlance, is shown schematically in Figure 1 and makes synthetic radiography applications possible with MCNP. Coupled with the general source definition and other tally features, the user defines an image grid with FSn and Cn entries and has great flexibility to model source-object-detector systems. Photon radiography is considered here but the FIR tally also works with neutrons. As geometries become more complicated (e.g. through use of coordinate transformations and/or rotations), the user may find unexpected tally results if *Corresponding author. Email: eshores@lanl.gov the geometry and image grid coordinate systems are misunderstood. Directions of the image-plane-defining s-and t-axes in Figure 1 , for example, depend on the user-defined reference direction vector. Furthermore, post-processing tools (for visualizing tally output) may render images in an unexpected way. A simple test problem with clear orientation features was devised to investigate radiographic image production from various code options. Similar issues and test problems have been previously described [2] [3] [4] but inputs were not provided.
Sample problem
Combinatorial solid geometry (CSG) option
The sample problem is a truncated aluminum (2.7 g/cc) cone containing three tungsten (18 g/cc) spheres of 1 cm radius; within each sphere is a cylindrical void region. A steel (7.8 g/cc) sphere of 1 cm radius centered at (x,y,z) = (5,5,5) is included for additional orientation. The relevant MCNP input file for the radiographic test object (RTO) is provided as an Appendix. A cross-sectional geometry slice, the default MCNP plot where the y-direction points to the right, the z-direction is vertical and the positive x-direction points toward the viewer is provided in Figure 2 . The problem origin for this right handed coordinate system is centrally located at (y,z) = (0,0). A three-dimensional view of the RTO, created with the Los Alamos graphics package OSOLOCO [5] , is shown in Figure 3 with a portion removed to visualize the interior; the tungsten spheres, their cylindrical voids and the steel fiducial are readily identified.
The source position in the RTO specification is (x,y,z) = (-133,0,0), directed through the test object in a direction orthogonal to the conical symmetry axis, and incident on a detector grid at (x,y,z) = (392,0,0). 
Hybrid geometry options
The MCNP6 team recently added two powerful geometry features: 1) an unstructured mesh (UM) capability designed to exploit mesh geometries created with the ABAQUS/CAE tool, a suite of computer-aided engineering software applications and 2) the ability to create and/or "embed" structured mesh geometries in the form of LNK3DNT files. The latter, simply a formatted output specification, is intended to allow direct comparison of MCNP6 results (e.g., KCODE simulations) to those from the deterministic Los Alamos code PARTISN. A structured mesh version of the RTO was created along with an UM version from ABAQUS.
Besides an optional transformation entry, the CSG input file contains an optional input block to create, via MCNP6, a LNK3DNT version of this geometry. In this case, the binary file efslinktest was created with this command [6] The UM option provides the ability to tally on mesh elements and the tetrahedral mesh RTO created with ABAQUS is shown in Figure 5 with tally results (e.g. energy deposition) to demonstrate visualization options. 
Radiographic results
The nominal synthetic radiographic image ("direct" tally from a single photon history; i.e. ignoring scatter) from the CSG version of the RTO is shown in Figure 6 . Radiographs are generally viewed from the source perspective and the steel sphere is thus expected in the upper left quadrant of the simulated image. Default image presentation was retained for Figure 6 , however, and while it appears the viewer is looking toward the source, readers are reminded of the reference vector (1,0,0) specified on the FIRn:p tally entry (see Figure 1) .
Alternatively, the reference vector (and thus viewing perspective) could be modified by specifying the "coordinates defining outward normal to image grid" as (400 0 0) on the FIR entry, resulting in a reference vector of (-1,0,0), but such an image requires 180° rotation as demonstrated in Figure 7 . In any case, such manipulations are readily handled in post-processing.
Interested readers are encouraged to explore scatter contributions in this RTO by extending photon physics and transport options. Image blurring from scatter, for example, becomes readily visible with as few as 100 histories. Additional options include making random offset (e.g. nonzero tenth entry on the FIR tally) contributions to each pixel or rotating the geometry through use of transformations as illustrated in Figure 8 . Arbitrary intensity units are shown in Figures 6-8 but are the same for each figure. In short, for an MCNP user to understand the relationship between the geometry coordinate system and that of the detector grid, MCNP's output file should be studied-especially the output comments highlighting relevant vectors.
Comparisons were made between the hybrid and CSG radiographs and two examples are shown in Figure 9 (number of standard deviations different from the CSG) and Table 1 . Despite having a factor of 20 more elements than the ABAQUS version (4,096,002 versus 180,816), the structured mesh LNK3DNT RTO did not represent the 10 cell CSG model as well. On a computer time per cell basis, however, the UM geometry was a factor of 16 greater than that for LNK3DNT. This is not surprising considering the more difficult tracking in the UM. All problems ran 5e9 histories with 128 MPI tasks and consistent rendezvous at 1e9 histories. 
CYCLOPS: a practical mesh application
In the Los Alamos CYCLOPS experiment, proton radiography was used to investigate evolution of the burn front and associated reflected shocks on a high explosive (HE) charge confined between an outer cylindrical steel liner and an inner elliptical tin liner. The charge was initiated such that a large region of the HE was not within the line of sight of the detonation line and thus provided a suitable experimental platform to test various burn models and EOS formulations. Furthermore, the off-axis initiation allowed burn fronts to travel around the charge through different confining paths. Simulations by one of the authors (GT) with the PAGOSA code were performed to assess the accuracy of several HE burn methodologies [8] and several mesh resolutions were considered: 1.0, 0.7 and 0.5 mm. The latter is shown in Figure 10 in MCNP geometry along with a synthetic proton radiograph made by one of the authors (JDZ) using an FMESH tally [9] . A utility was written by another author (CJS) to manipulate PAGOSA output into LNK3DNT format to embed the geometry; alternatively, CSG versions of the structured mesh can be simply made with an appropriate number of planes or, more efficiently, by utilizing MCNP's lattice construct.
Conclusions
MCNP users have great flexibility to model source-object-detector systems for radiographic applications. An RTO was devised to exercise MCNP's radiographic tally options and illustrate proper image orientation. MCNP's output description of the s-and taxes, coupled with the tally reference vector, are key to understanding FIRn:p tally output. This work corroborates Temple's conclusions [4] and the authors endorse his proposed modifications to the MCNP manual regarding his "better description for the radiography tally". Relative to traditional CSG, new "hybrid geometry" features in MCNP6 exploit structured and unstructured mesh versions of the problem and this note provides a practical example.
